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Planning the development of transport systems, as well as assessing the effects of
investment activities in the field of spatial development requires the use of appropriate
IT tools enabling an objective assessment of investment intentions. In the field of
transport analysis, one such tool is a transport demand model. Reproduction of
transport-related processes is the main role of such transport demand model. This
applies to both the transport of people and goods, and includes both residential
travel and visitors travelling to and within the study area. The description of the
process of creation and implementation of transport demands is usually based on
the assumptions in the field of places of generation and absorption of travel - i.e.
sources and destinations of travel. The generalization of the mathematical description
of this phenomenon introduced the concept of transport zones, which are separated
homogeneous areas of the study area, as sources and destinations of trips. Practice
in the construction and use of transport models indicates that the problem of
defining transport zones requires further investigation. Increasingly extensive transport
infrastructure data collected in open databases (such as OpenStreets) are encouraging
a change in the approach to the problems of constructing transport zones. The current
solutions are characterized by a high level of generalization of sources and destinations
rather than detailed transport analysis. This article presents the author’s method of
dividing the study areas into transport zones based on a uniform hexagonal system,
explaining the basic assumptions and evaluating the pros and cons of this proposed
system.
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1. Introduction
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ICEUBI2019 Conference
Committee.

Planning the development of transport systems, as well as assessing the effects of
investment activities in the field of spatial development requires the use of appropriate
IT tools enabling an objective assessment of investment intentions. In the field of
transport analyses, one of such tools is the transport demand model. The main goal
of the transport demand model is to reproduce create transport-related processes in
mathematical procedures. This applies to both the transport of people and goods, as
well as the travel of residents but also visitors to the study area. The description of the
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process of creation and implementation of transport demands is usually based on the
assumptions in the field of places of trips production and absorption - i.e. trips sources
and destinations. Each transport demand is made between a pair of places in the space
of the analysis area, constituting the source and destination of trips located in the study
area or outside this area, a transport corridor (road, rail, water, air) connecting these
places.
The location of these places within the study area depends primarily on the spatial
development of the area under analysis, including primarily the location of the place
of residence of travellers and the location of motivation (goals) of trips - like work
place, education, shopping, private activity or leisure [1]. Therefore, this applies to
specific objects (buildings), with assigned addresses, located in the study area (shops,
banks, schools, shopping malls, etc.). Almost every existing facility is a source and/or
destination of residents’ daily trips, and the number of these trips depends on the socalled attractiveness of this facility. In the case of urban areas, there are usually many
such facilities in the study area - for example in Warsaw, the capital of Poland, there
are nearly 115,000, while in Cracow, the second largest city in Poland - Kraków, 61,000
[2]. Thus, the analysis of individual objects is in most cases impossible. Therefore, in
practice, the study area is divided into larger than the surface of individual facilities
settlement fragments, the socalled transport zones with defined centres of gravity
(centroids). Between them, the transport demands of groups of people in a given time
slot are determined (e.g. during the day, at morning and afternoon rush hour), made by
various means of transport. Such zones may be poviats areas, as it is used in National
Transport Demand Models, communes - in regional transport demand models, districts,
housing estates or even smaller area - in local ones [3]. Regardless of the internal
transport zones, in each case the so-called external transport zones must be defined
[4], representing inlets and outlets to/from the study area, located on the transport
corridors connecting the given study area with the external areas surrounding this area.
In relation to transport zones in transport demand models, trips are divided into [5]:
• local and intra-zones trips (all of which do not leave the given zone of the transport
demand model);
• internal inter-zones trips, made within the study area (with crossing the border of
the given transport zone);
• external trips with crossing the border of the study area.
To enable the mathematical description of these trips between transport zones, matrix
entries of transport demands are used, using a square matrix whose size corresponds to
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7025
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the number of transport zones of the study area (including external zones), and the main
diagonal describes the so-called intra-regional trips - that is, local [6]. Fig. 1 illustrates
this system of displacements in relation to trips among three transport zones within
a given study area, bypassing the external areas. It should be emphasized that as a
rule, trips within the zone, i.e. from zone n to zone n are not analyzed – they are not
assignment into transport networks.

Figure 1: The idea of matrix recording of trips between transport zones

This means, therefore, that in the case of the transport demand model, in which the
transport zones are defined as municipalities (e.g. regional transport demand models),
trip within a given commune is ignored. Consequently, the local road transport network
(or public transport network) is not loaded with road traffic (or passengers flow) resulting
from journeys between the source and destination located within this transport area.

2. A Classic Approach to Zoning in Transport Demand
Model
In the classic approach, the scope of division into transport zones (so called zoning)
results both from the size of the study area and the possibility of obtaining reliable
data on spatial development [7]. Moreover, the computational capabilities of numerical
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7025
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devices (computers, computing servers or nodes, etc.) - including the speed of calculations and software limitations of the software, is taken into account. Currently the most
popular software in Europe dedicated to the construction and operation of transport
demand models, build and developed by the German company PTV Group Karlsruhe [8],
a leader in the field of IT solutions for planning and traffic simulation, makes the cost of
purchasing and using licenses (including the cost of technical support and maintenance)
primarily depends on the maximum number of transport zones to be allowed by a given
kind of license. Thus, while in terms of transport supply description, limiting analyses
to the basic transport network is a classic example of simplifying reality, so in the case
of demand, this simplification is the generalization of sources and destinations. This
is because in practice, trips does not take place between transport areas (zones), but
between individual buildings or objects. However, the local transport network, including
access roads, is a component commonly used in most trips of residents of the study
area.
Currently, there is a lack of guidelines, standards and description requirements in
European Union and in the world, both of the demand and supply parts of transport
demand models, which means that most of the solutions used in existing and operated
transport demand models are based on the author’s own experience and practice.
The state-of-art and world experiences in the division of the study area into transport
zones (so called TAZs – Traffic analysis zones), often called the transport model zoning
system [7], indicate the key role it plays in the aspect of correct transport solutions in
transport demand models. This zoning is one of the basic problem, that should be solved
at the stage of transport demand model construction. Analyzing the considerations
contained in the literature on the subject, it can be pointed out that transport zones in
the transport demand models should have the following features:
a) they should be uniform in the field of spatial development (e.g. high-rise residential
areas, single-family housing areas, commercial areas, industrial areas, parking lots) [9],
[10];
b) they should be uniform in the number of trips generated per inhabitant or household [11], [10];
c) they should keep boundary topologies, which means that boundaries should not
overlap and boundary vertices should be interrelated [11];
d) they should not have holes or islands [11];
e) they should be separated by natural transport borders and obstacles such as
railways, rivers, significant land elevations, mountains etc. [12];
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f) they should have a minimum number of pedestrian trips within individual zones
[13];
g) they should maintain the continuity of zone boundaries in studies from previous
years (to enable analyses of changes and trends in different time horizons of transport
behaviour of people and transport processes) [14];
h) they should comply with the boundaries of census and statistical regions, which
facilitates obtaining data to describe their transport attractiveness [10];
i) they should have reasonably uniform access to modelled transport systems [10];
j) zones with stronger urbanization, high residents density should be smaller than
those with a much smaller level of spatial development - zones in the city centre are
usually much smaller in area than peripheral zones [10];
k) special zones with travel generation and absorption characteristics different from
typical transport ones (such as train stations, airports) should be separate transport
zones [10], [15].
At the same time, the literature on the subject emphasizes that the number of
transport zones translates into the accuracy of a transport demand model construction
[7], [15]. Therefore, one should be aware that an incorrect division into transport zones or
an incorrect definition of the boundaries of these zones usually significantly translates
into a reduction in the quality of the results of transport analyses prepared using such
transport demand model. As it is underlined in [10], dividing the study area into less
than 1000 transport zones usually gives a logical ratio of analysis time to the quality
of the results, but may not work with a large area of this area. American experience in
construction of state transport demand models (regional ones) shows that in regional
transport demand models the number of people in one transport zone should not
exceed 10,000 inhabitants, and in justified cases for large study areas, up to 15,000
inhabitants are allowed. At the same time, homogeneity of these zones is emphasized as
extremely important. However, in [14] it is emphasized that the zoning of the study area
is often associated with the research on the transport behaviour of residents, the results
of which are directly attributed to separate transport zones. According to the authors,
this is not good practice. It leads to enormous difficulties in changing the number and
boundaries of zones in the study area of analysis. Therefore, it is recommended when
conducting transport behaviour surveys among residents of the study area, to geocode
survey data, rather than assigning them to specific zones. This gives the possibility of
introducing new divisions into transport zones in the future created in such a way as to
ensure better and better quality and precision of transport demand model construction
[16]. The problem of optimizing the division of the study area into transport regions
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7025
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was already described in 1977 in the paper [15], in which the hierarchical heuristic
procedure for automatic zoning by optimizing the objective function is presented - the
effectiveness of the division of the study area in terms of transport demand model
and its predefined modelling efficiency. Subsequent analyses in this research area
[7], [17] concerned the cluster and cell division of statistical regions and census areas
into traffic analysis zones within solutions based on GIS techniques. Further analyses
presented in [17] in turn, focus on the definition of transport zones based on the analysis
of the objective function, assuming the minimization of residents’ internal trips (travel
within the same transport zone). Considering the fact that skipping internal trips in
transport models can lead to a significant distortion of reality, especially in large areas
of those transport demand model zones, in the analysis phase determining the optimal
number and shape of the borders of transport demand model zones should be aimed
at eliminating pedestrian internal trips as much as possible. This creates the possibility
of obtaining a more accurate representation of pedestrian trips in the study area. The
issue of the number and definition of transport demand model zone borders requires
further work and is undoubtedly one of the basic problems and dilemmas of building
transport demand models. This is also indicated by many panel discussions among the
authors of transport demand models, consulting offices, or researches and authors of
selected publications [18], [12], [15].

3. Address Method of Zoning in Transport Demand Models
The residents’ trips are usually associated with specific objects located in a given area.
Apart from a few cases (forests, fields, lakes), these facilities are characterized by a
specific address described by postal code, city, street and property number. In the scope
of databases, in many cases they obtain specific geodetic or geographical coordinates
represented in open access map portals (Google Maps, OpenStreets, Bing). This means
that the sources and destinations of transport infrastructure users can easily be assigned
to specific places in space defined by coordinates. What’s more, these places are strict
and clearly linked to transport systems - roads, pavements, bicycle paths or parking lots
located in the immediate vicinity of these facilities, enabling travel. There is therefore a
theoretical possibility to precisely identify all sources and destinations of resident’s trips,
and thus to very precisely describe the phenomena occurring in transport networks. The
transport demand model built in this way can be called the address transport demand
model. An example of the description of transport zones of such a model is presented
in Fig. 2. While the idea theoretically seems to be the most correct and rational, it is the
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7025
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source of many problems and doubts in interpretation. They result, among others from
the following facts:
1) difficulties in the detailed description of transport behaviour of residents of individual address facilities, because of problems with the generalization of the description of
these characteristics;
2) high labour intensity when obtaining data on the transport attractiveness of each
of the objects being the transport zone;
3) labour intensity when connecting a large number of transport zones with transport
networks;
4) the need for precise knowledge of the location of new planned facilities - in the
case of future scenarios of transport demand models.
It should be emphasized, however, that the address transport demand model has
some significant advantages that are revealed at the stage of detailed traffic analysis and
the concept of changes in traffic organization, or detailed transport solutions. Among
others the following advantages of such solution may be mentioned:
1. high accuracy of reconstruction of trips and traffic on all transport networks, even
of local ones;
2. high accuracy of mapping of real volumes and traffic structure in transport network
nodes – turn relations at junctions and interchanges;
3. high accuracy of mapping parameters for estimating the functioning of transport
systems: vehicle kilometres and vehicle hours;
4. the possibility of implementing detailed optimization solutions in the field of road
infrastructure, such as the introduction of one-way roads, the closing of selected
turn relations, parking restrictions etc.

4. Hexagon Transport Zones in Transport Demand Models
Considering the weaknesses of the abovementioned described address method of
transport demand models’ zones as an alternative solution to divide the study area into
transport zones, the so-called hexagonal method of such division was developed, an
example of which is shown in Fig. 3. The purpose of the research for an alternative
solution was to introduce such a division of the study area into internal transport zones
in order to best map the residents’ trips while maintaining a uniform surface of each
zone. This algorithm adopts the following assumptions in the zoning procedure:
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7025
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Figure 2: The map of transport demand model within the study area divided into addresses zones

1. The entire study area is divided into equal elements constituting the original
arrangement of hexagon-shaped transport areas, the so-called hexagons - see
fig. 3. Hexagons should have the same shape and surface. Thanks to this division,
the adjoining neighbouring zones contacts are preserved. The number of these
zones and the radius describing this hexagon are determined considering the size
of the study area and the computational capabilities of the computer software used
in the construction of the transport demand model. An optimal radius describing
125m was obtained from test calculations carried out for three cities of different
sizes: 1.750 million, 0.50 and 0.35 million inhabitants.
2. The ones with zero transport attractiveness are eliminated from the initially
adopted hexagons, which creates the possibility of reducing the hexagon radius
for the remaining transport zones of the analysis area in the subsequent stages
of analysis.
3. For each accepted non-zero hexagon, address points are assigned inside each of
them and a distance matrix between these address points is created. The distance
between region i and i, corresponding to the main diagonal of the distance matrix
between transport zones, is assumed as infinitely long.
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7025
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4. The final division of the study area into transport zones (hexagons) is considered
to be correct if, for at least 95% of the transport zones, the maximum distance
between the address points does not exceed the assumed minimum distance of
trip - usually it is 100 m [14]. It is also allowed that the hexagon dimension will
be larger on a region of the study area, e.g. in non-urbanized regions, but with
nonzero transport attractiveness, e.g. a park, cemetery, etc.
5. All address points are assigned a transport zone number in which they are located.
6. For each internal transport zone, its centre of gravity is described by the weighted
average coordinates of the objects generating and/or absorbing trips (buildings
and other facilities), according to the transport attractiveness of these objects,
calculated by the formulas:
𝑛𝑛𝑖

𝑋𝑖 =

∑𝑛=1 ((𝐴𝑛 + 𝑃𝑛 ) ∗ 𝑋𝑛 )
𝑛𝑛𝑖

∑𝑛=1 (𝐴𝑛 + 𝑃𝑛 )
𝑛𝑛𝑖

𝑌𝑖 =

∑𝑛=1 ((𝐴𝑛 + 𝑃𝑛 ) ∗ 𝑌𝑛 )
𝑛𝑛𝑖

∑𝑛=1 (𝐴𝑛 + 𝑃𝑛 )

where: X𝑖 – X coordinate of the centre of gravity of the transport zone i;
Y𝑖 – Y coordinate of the centre of gravity of the transport zone i;
nn𝑖 – number of address facilities in the zone i;
A𝑛 – attractiveness of facility n for trip absorption;
P𝑛 – attractiveness of facility n for trip production n;
X𝑛 – X coordinate of the address facilities n;
Y𝑛 – Y coordinate of the address facilities n.
7. For each transport demand model zone one connector [19] of the given zone to the
road network and one to the public transport network is defined; thus, a minimum
of one and a maximum of two connectors can be defined for one zone.
8. One transport network node may be once connected to the transport zone of the
road network and once to the public transport network (see Fig. 4).
9. The distance between transport zones i and j for transport system c is defined as
𝐷𝑐(𝑖,𝑗), according to the formula:
𝐷𝑐(𝑖,𝑗) = 𝐿𝑐(𝑖,𝑁𝑖 ) + 𝐷𝑐(𝑁𝑖 ,𝑁𝑗 ) + 𝐿𝑐(𝑁𝑗 ,𝑗) , [𝑚]
where:
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7025
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N𝑖 – node of transport zone i connection with the given transport network of
system the transport c;
N𝑗 – node of transport zone j connection with the given transport network of the
transport system c;
L𝑐(𝑖,𝑁𝑖) – distance calculated in the air line between the centre of gravity of the
transport zone i and, and the N𝑖 node of the transport network of the transport
system 𝑐 [m];
L𝑐(𝑁𝑗,𝑗) – distance calculated in the air line between the centre of gravity of the
transport zone j and, and the N𝑗 node of the transport network of the transport
system 𝑐 [m];
D𝑐(𝑁𝑖,𝑁𝑗) – the smallest accepted distance between nodes N𝑖 and 𝑁𝑗 with the
given transport network of the transport system c.

Figure 3: The map of transport demand model within the study area divided into hexagonal zones

As a result of test calculations carried out on selected transport demand models mentioned above, the following conclusions were formulated in the scope of the discussed
method of dividing the study area into hexagonal transport zones:
a) the presented method, like the address method, is characterized by a much greater
accuracy of mapping reality in relation to classical methods, primarily due to the correct
indication of trip source and destination, as one specific node for each transport zone
in road network and one in public transport network;
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7025
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Figure 4: Example of connectors in the hexagonal transport demand model

b) internal trips within one transport zone are significantly minimized, which is one of
the biggest problems of classic transport models;
c) the use of appropriate software scripts or macros enables fast zoning of the study
area of any surface - transport areas are built automatically according to the standardized
algorithm;
d) a verified database of address building and facilities makes it much easier to
determine the attractiveness of individual hexagonal transport zones;
e) due to the aggregation of a small number of trips generators within one transport
zones, the change in zoning does not significantly affect the results of transport demand
model calculations - zones can be freely shaped, added and removed, which is a
significant advantage over classic methods of zoning in transport models;
f) the number of transport zones depends on the size of the study area - with
high population density of the analysis area and the area not exceeding 100 km2,
an acceptable ratio of the zones number to the calculation time is obtained;
g) the large size study areas translate into an unacceptable number of transport
zones - for such areas there is a need to introduce hexagons as transport zones with
the hexagon radius gradation: from 125 m in areas with high urbanization to 250 m in
areas with less urbanization;
h) due to the same size, hexagonal zones are easily compared with each other in
terms of transport attractiveness;
i) the use of a hexagonal division of the study area into transport demand model zones
does not allow for assigning zones boundaries to statistical and census unit boundaries,
DOI 10.18502/keg.v5i6.7025
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which makes it difficult to verify the correctness of the transport attractiveness definition
of individual transport zones.

5. Conclusions
Planning the development of transport infrastructure requires the use of appropriate
computational techniques. These techniques are designed to obtain reliable answers
in the scope of the legitimacy of the implementation of transport projects, their economic
and transport rationality (like it is done in feasibility studies), as well as their impact on the
functioning of a given study area. The complexity of transport processes, interrelationships between them, as well as changes in the transport behaviour of residents require
the use of increasingly accurate calculation techniques. Increasingly richer and more
reliable databases in the field of both transport infrastructure and spatial development
are forcing a new approach in the field of modelling transport demands. The accuracy
of the mapping of transport networks based on GIS data requires changes in the area
of division of study areas into so-called transport zones. Thanks to this, following the
more detail description of transport systems, it is possible to map well the transport
phenomena.
The methods of the new approach to zoning the study area into transport zones presented in this paper constitute a new look at the issue of the correctness of determining
trip sources and destinations. The paper presents both basic assumptions regarding the
method of innovative zoning procedure of the study area into places of trips sources and
destinations, basic assumptions as well as potential difficulties in its implementation.
The method implementation with the use of program scripts, which can be easily applied
to any area of analysis, was pointed out. The use of spatial analysis operations using the
spatial query language of the SQL Spatial Database in an excellent way enable rapid
update of data on spatial development, and thus attractiveness to the generation and
absorption of the inhabitants of the study area trips, as well as the study area visitors and
commuters. At the same time, the application of the above method allows to undertake
further work on the abovementioned method for zoning in transport demand models.
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